Also examples:

B) CLASS II

A'1 A'2 A'3 A'4

p - 26

\[ \frac{A}{1} = A' \]

Explain what context could be

Add much as observe

Learn about a

Appended: system

(Conflicting freedom)

\[ \phi = 0 \]

\[ N = 0 \]

p - 26

Freer more for restriction

(Conflicting)

Face issue

Examples as an example

(Conflicting)

A) CLASS I

By your

EXPLAIN:

1. (Prefix) type

2. (Prefix) type

3. (Prefix) type

4. (Prefix) type

5. (Prefix) type

Ordinary apple, etc.

\[ \text{鲟纹} \]

First, green type of apple

As a micrograph...